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Itâ€™s been years now that, Samsung has been actively participating in bringing some of the best
technologies and new features in the world of technology and gadgets, but still then there was a
time in past when people doesnâ€™t use to give much of the importance to this company or to its
products, whenever they were out to buy a new mobile or any other gadget, but when we think of
now we can find that the picture has changed completely, these days this company has became
successful in becoming one of the first few choices for any buyer in the market.

In fact it would not be wrong to say that this company named as Samsung has emerged as a
completely new identity in the field of mobile phones and other electronic items in the market.
Adding in the list of goods recently this company has came up with a brand new product in its list of
smart phones, which is known as Samsung Wave Y. and thatâ€™s the very reason that we are here, so
that we can discuss a few things about this product in market.

Starting with the design and the looks of the gadget, we will find that this new mobile phone from the
company has been exclusively designed for the youth of the country, as because this gadget comes
with a sleek and slim body which provides it an elegant looks which is unbeatable to match, pulse
the color (black) it is coming in just adds in the zest to hold it.

Now coming on to the features we will find that this little Samsung mobile phone from the company
has been loaded with tones of features in it like a 2.0 megapixel fixed focus camera along with LED
flash which helps you in taking better pictures, 832MHz processor, Samsung Apps, Samsung Touch
Wiz UI, ChatON IM app, social Hub and many other which help this mobile phone to stand out of the
league and shine like a star.

Talking about the memory and battery, we can find that this mobile phone comes with the enough
memory (32 GB expandable) in which you can easily carry all your important files and documents
along with the music and movies you love to hear and watch. And battery is good as well as it
provides you a talk time of 13 hours (in 2G).

Now after all the other things let as talk about some of the most  important features which are
available at the highest competition in market. For example this Samsung Mobile Phone named as
Samsung wave y comes with a 3.2inch TFT LCD display.

There is no doubt to the fact that this new Samsung Wave Y can be easily called as an outstanding
phone from the company, but still you have any doubt related to the same you can take help from
the various online shopping websites in India as they can help you best in the same.
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